Sebo Prepares Quakers For Tough Game Against William & Mary

KAREN CHANDLER PROMISING; FABREGA HEADS JUNIOR WEEK

Chosen by Undergrad To Vice-President Post

Horatio Fabrega was appointed to assistant Vice-President Post at a meeting of the Undergraduate Council last week.

Fabrega's appointment was made because Lloyd Wilson, who had been previously selected to head the weekend, was unable to return to the University this year.

Plays Third Base

Fabrega is member of Phi Kappa Beta Society and plays third base for the baseball team. He is also a dormitory advisor.

Kirby Flippin, who made certain to allow the choice to be apportioned to the vacant post, addressed the Council concerning the additional Junior Undergraduate com-

FRESHMAN DANCE

The Council authorized Leonard P. Peters, president of the Freshman class, to chair the freshman dance committee.

Norman Schoenhofen, as chairman of the elections committee, said that the Freshman dance committee will be elected this week.

DP Smoker Held In HH Monday

The Smoker held Monday night at 7:30 in the Campus Chest Carnival will be a great success, according to Miss Elizabeth Cooper, vice-president and secretary of the Campus Chest, who is in charge of the arrangements.

KAREN CHANDLER PROMISING; FABREGA HEADS JUNIOR WEEK

DANCE WILL BE HELD AT BROADWOOD, OCT. 22

Vocal Karen Chandler will be one of the featured speakers at the meeting of the Junior Prom to be held Friday, October 22, at the Broadwood Hotel from 10 p.m. to 3 a.m.

Other activities included are a coffee hour, the traditional pull, a Harvard-Yale game, a queen and a poster contest, the N.Y. vs-Pennsylvania 1941-42 ball game, and fraternity parties.

CAMPUS CHORUS

The chorus is composed of 100 voices, a quartet of soloists, a queen, and a special committee, the N.Y. vs-Pennsylvania 1941-42 ball game, and fraternity parties.
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Editorial

KB and BK Both

We spoke yesterday to a member of the Phi Kappa Beta Junior Honor Society, which, you will know, is the society for juniors who have distinguished themselves in activities, usually athletics. It should not be confused with Phi Beta Kappa, whose members are seldom distinguished in athletics.

This member was asked to be classified as the society, a student had to have a 3.0 average, and we were encouraged that the standards of scholarship as well upheld by a group that need not have bothered about them.

But respectable as a 3.0 average may be, it does not, we think, represent a "distinguished" performance for men dedicated, as our own presumably are, to the advancement of a substantial background in education.

And while we hasten to say that we know that 3.0 is the minimum grade, and that many members of the society excel greatly, still we feel that the Phi Kappa Betas do not necessarily represent the full flower of the class, and that the vital force of scholarship is not well represented by their society.

This brings us to the point of this editorial. The Junior Class March is only three weeks away, and at the very front of the procession of juniors will be the members of Phi Kappa Beta, standing forth as a symbol of the distinction that members of the class can make only by the work they do in the college and in the society of the class. What about the men who are listed as "distinguished" or "participating" destined themselves by academic achievement? They will not in any way be recognized, and yet they would be of the same type of ideal just as important as the one represented by the Phi Kappa Betas.

So we come to a suggestion to make. We think that it would be highly appropriate for the first ten or so scholars in the junior class to march with the Phi Kappa Betas in the Junior Class March three weeks hence. And we suggest to the Phi Kappa Betas that society that is to see these men to march with them is a project worthy of their attention.
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From Baseball to Cross Country, 
The Sports Staff Covers Them All

by Ed Fabelius

Sports Editor

This is something a sports editor is not usually excused upon to do for his newspaper. However, it is a pleasure for me to tell you how our staff operates here at The Daily Pennsylvanian.

Of course the first thing we would like to do to try for our staff to know is that you do not have to be a writing genius or a past member of the sports staff of the Sporting News. All that is required is that you have a fair knowledge of the English language, and interest in writing, and a liking and some knowledge of sports. All these talents will be fully developed after you get started on the sports staff, and the type of abilities and desires drop in at our feeling sooner or come on up to our office in the

Franklin Society Building and we'll show you what we do.

Writing for a sports staff of a college newspaper, especially a daily, gives you a good feeling and a good idea of how our larger city daily staffs work. We have that same hustle and running about mentioning events, chasing after stories and making the best of it that only come out in the daily newspaper.

There are opportunities to cover all types of athletic events taking place on campus. After a while you will have the opportunity to work in the Franklin Field press box, the Palestra and other places where our University teams will be playing. There is plenty of good knowledge and experience that you can get from this work, including a weekly pay check. But we do feel that we can relieve you of that worry.

Other Opportunities

The opportunities are not only in the area of writing but also in getting to know and meet important people in this University. You will have the pleasure of being able to meet and chat with many of the people in the sportsworld that you will get to know by working for the DP.

There are many more ideas, and reasons why we wish you to join us. It is possible for you to see what we mean when we say there are many people in the sportsworld that with then few people really exist. I'm sure you will be surprised at the areas of coverage our paper has and the number of contacts and people associated with The Daily Pennsylvanian, sports staff.

For if you feel you have a few spare hours a week that you can give please drop in and then you will have the opportunity of our staff. We may not be able to give you that weekly pay check but we do feel that we will bring you closer to our University and everything associated with it.

Sports Editor Ed Fabelius, who writes the extensive cut file in the sports office, weekly "Just About Thirty" column, checks every week for stories of interest to the Penn campus.
Quaker Teams had Winning Slate in 1953

As many competition for
Pennsylvania's teams gets under
it is interesting to look back at
the Quaker record over the pre-
vious year.

The Red and Blue's overall
record of 95 wins, 59 defeats and
3 ties was an improvement
over the 1953 mark of 79-75-6.

The most successful teams
were Fencing (8-3), Swimming (10-7)
and Shooting (16-7).

In freshman sports activities,
Pennsylvania's teams holds the best
record with a

try the
h-o-h-u-m
sandwich shop for
breakfast, sandwiches, and platters
GOOD FOOD AT LOW PRICES

HO-HUM
318 South 4th Street

PHILADELPHIA'S
Greatest
RECORD
SALE!

DIAMOND NEEDLES
40% OFF

*ANNOUNCEMENT*

Watch For Our
New Campus Store
N.K. Corner
E 9th & Walnut Ste.

ATTENTION STUDENTS ! ! !
Special Discounts To Pennmen
Who Show Their Matric Cards When
They Purchase Art, Drawing, And Drafting
Supplies.

MEIL
1507 WALNUT STREET
DIAL RI 6-7429
OPEN WEDNESDAY EVENINGS

because...

****ON SALE NOW****

PENNPIX

IF YOU CAN'T BEAR BOREDOM

join the most stimulating and influential activity on
campus. Hob-nob with the intelligentsia. Walk with kings.
Keep the common touch. Come to The Daily Pennsylvania!

Evangelical & Reformed Congregational Christian Campus Worship Center
Chapel Room, Christian Association
Rev. G. Herbert Guertz, Minister
Sunday Morning Worship Service 11:00 A.M.

SIRMON — SUNDAY, OCTOBER 3rd
"One Great Fellowship Of Love — It's Unity And Mission" World-Wide Communion Will Be Observed

EVERYONE IS WELCOME

FOOTBALL
All sophomores interested in
heading for manager report to
Stewart Field or contact head
manager Bob Moore.

SOCCER
Candidates for the soccer team
are requested to report to Stew-
art Field any day this week at 2:30
p.m. at 3700 Locust street.

WRESTLING
There will be a compulsory or-
organizational meeting for all can-
didates for the freshman wrest-
ling team, Tuesday, Oct. 5, in
room 1 of Houston Hall at 4 p.m.

Contact Dick Marx, 412 Magee.

- STATIONERY
- STUFFED ANIMALS
- FOUNTAIN PENS
- DESK LAMPS
- ZIPPER BINDERS

JOIN THE MOST INTERESTING
AND INFLUENTIAL ACTIVITY ON
CAMPUS. WALK WITH KINGS.
KEEP THE COMMON TOUCH.
New Ass't Dean Named by College

Richard E. Bodor, instructor of English at the College, has been named Ass't Dean of the College for one year, starting as of July 1, 1954, replacing Dr. Robert Bishop who is now teaching at the Sorbonne in Paris.

Dr. Bishop was Assistant to the Dean since July 1, 1947, and was also assistant professor of English at the College. He received his Ph.D. from Princeton University in 1945.

Dr. Bishop was one of the principal speakers at the Daily Pennsylvanian Forum last year. His topic was "Threats to a Liberal Education."

Another change recently announced is that of Dr. Kenneth Burton who has accepted a history professorship at Columbia University. At Pennsylvania, he was the Henry Charles Lea Professor of Medieval History.

SOMETHING NEW ON CAMPUS!!!

THE CAMPUS LUNCHEONETTE AND RESTAURANT
250 South 40th Street

The Finest In
SANDWICHES, PLATTERS, AND DINNERS

YOUR Favorite Hometown Newspaper —
Plus Every Sports Publication

"If it's reading matter, ELSTER'S NEWSSTAND has it."

NEVER CLOSED — N.W. CORNER 12TH & MARKET STS.

For That After Game Dinner

FIRESIDE DINING ROOM
43rd and Pine Streets

STEAKS — CHOPS — LOBSTER

Priced With The Student In Mind

STUDENT MEAL TICKETS

DON'T DELAY
BUY IT TODAY

SUBSCRIPTION — $1.50
Buy Now And Save

For Mildness...for Flavor...

...AND HOW IT STARTED

Douglas Leach says: "After leaving the University of Florida (where I added yearbook ads), I had big, crazy ideas about making new kinds of spectacular displays. So I bought a Brightone and went to New York to photograph rooftops. My first sign was a huge, flashing coffee sign on Broadway. At age 22 I was starting to learn an exciting business!"

START SMOKING CAMELS YOURSELF!

Make the 30-day Camel Mildness Test. See how Camel's smooth mildness and good, rich flavor agree with more people than any other cigarette!

New DELUXE RESTAURANT
Enjoy the finest of continental cuisine for the most reasonable prices at the most modern restaurant on campus.

250 South 40th Street
Open — 5 A.M. to 1 A.M.